This contribution describes a search for the associated production of Standard Model vector bosons W Z where the W boson decays leptonically (W → ν) and the Z boson decays to a heavy flavor quark pair (Z → bb, cc). At least one identified ("tagged") heavy flavor jet in the final state is required. Given the small di-jet invariant mass separation between the W and the Z resonances, the production of W W events where one W decays leptonically and the second W decays into an heavy flavor jet (e.i. W + → cs) contributes to our the signal. This search uses data collected with the CDF II detector at the Tevatron Collider at Fermilab, and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of approximately 7.5 fb −1 . Events consistent with the signature of a charged lepton (electron or muon), large missing transverse energy and exactly two jets, of which at least one is required to contain a secondary vertex displaced from the jet origin, are selected. A multivariate discriminant based on the Support Vector Machine algorithm is used to reduce greatly the multi-jet background contamination.
This contribution describes the search for pp → W Z → νbb (or → νcc). The signature for this process is a W -boson, decaying to a high-P T charged lepton and neutrino, plus a Z-boson decaying to two jets containing heavy flavor quarks. This signature is very similar to the one used in the search for a low mass Higgs boson (M H < 140 GeV/c 2 ), where the H → bb branching fraction is large and the particle is produced in association with a W boson. Therefore the identification of the W Z signal in the channel containing heavy flavor jets represents a benchmark in the search for the low mass Higgs.
We base our signal to background discrimination on the invariant mass distribution of high-P T jet pair entering in our selection, therefore, since we use a secondary vertex finding algorithm to identify b-quark produced jets (b − tagging), we also consider the process W W → νcs as part of our signal. We identify about 8% of the secondary vertices produced by charmed-hadrons coming from W W events. On the other hand, we identify more than 60% of W Z decaying into heavy flavors.
The main backgrounds for the signal processes include: W +jets production (where the jets contain either tagged heavy flavor or mis-tagged light flavor), top quark production and multi-jet production, where one jet is misidentified as a lepton. As we increase the acceptance of our signal using several triggers and lepton identification algorithms, we use a multi-jet rejection algorithm based on a Support Vector Machine discriminant exploiting the kinematic of the event.
The CDF detector is described in detail in [1] .
I. DATA SAMPLE & EVENT SELECTION
This analysis is based on an integrated luminosity of 7.5 fb −1 collected with the CDFII detector between March 2002 and March 2011. We select events consistent with the signature of a W boson leptonic decay, large missing transverse energy and exactly two energetic b−quark jets. We accept tight charged lepton candidates, loose charged lepton candidates and isolated tracks; by construction these lepton categories are orthogonal to each other. The data containing tight leptons are collected with an inclusive lepton trigger that requires an electron (muon) with transverse energy, E T , greater than 18 GeV (transverse momentum, P T , grater than 18 GeV/c). The data containing loose leptons and isolated tracks are collected using triggers based on missing transverse energy ( E t ) and jet information.
In the following we refer to these categories of events:
• CEM: central tight electrons;
• CMUP and CMX: central tight muons;
• EMC (extended muon categories): loose muons and isolated track lepton candidates.
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We select events consistent with a W -boson decay plus two energetic b-quark jets. The W -boson events are selected by requiring a single, isolated electron (muon) with E T (P T )> 20 GeV(Gev/c) central in the detector (absolute pseudorapidity in detector coordinates system, |η Det |, less then 1.1) and E t > 20 GeV (> 10 GeV for CMUP and CMX). Exactly two central (|η Det | < 2.0) jets with E corr T > 20 GeV (energy corrected for detector effects) are required. In order to improve the separation of signal and background events, we require that at least one of the two jets is identified to originate from a heavy quark by the Secondary Vertex tagger SecVtx [2] . We further suppress non-W muti-jet background using a multivariate techinque (see Section I A)
A. Suppression of non-W Multi-jet Background A fake W -boson-like signature can be generated when one jet fakes a high p T lepton and E t comes from jet energy mis-measurement. We developed a method to suppress this, so-called, multi-jet background using a multivariate technique based on the Support Vector Machine algorithm (SVM) [3] . We developed a software package, based on the LibSVM [4] library, able to perform algorithm training, variable ranking, signal discrimination and robustness test.
Although we trained the discriminant on a central electron sample, we apply it to all our selected data-sets (electron, tight muons, loose muons and tracks) because the algorithm is based only on kinematic variables. We achieve a large reduction of the multi-jet contamination in all the lepton categories, maintaining a very high efficiency on the signature pp → ν + jj.
Summary and Results of the SVM Training
The test and training sample used to develop the multi-jet veto was built with the following W selection requirements:
• one high energy, isolated central electron;
• exactly two jets reconstructed with |η Det | < 2.0 and E corr T > 20 GeV;
• presence of missing transverse energy as signature of the escaping neutrino.
Multi-jet events can pass the same requirements, if one of the jets fakes the electron and the E t is either mismeasured by the detector, faked by mis-identified (or undetected) minimum ionizing particles or produced by neutrinos associated with decay of heavy quarks. We built our training-set using 8000 signal events and 4000 background events (to emulate the data composition):
signal: W + 2 partons Alpgen Monte-Carlo [5] , where the W is forced to decay into electron and neutrino. We have ≈ 10
5 generated events and we keep ≈ 9 × 10 4 events as a control sample (i.e. not used for training). background: due to the nature of the background (a mixture of physics processes and detector response), there is no simulated models that can be trusted to provide the accurate description needed for training. Therefore we use a data-driven approach to obtain a suitable sample: we select events with a fake electron by reversing some of the "electron quality" requirements (at least 2 out of the 5 cuts), used to identify the shape of the electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter. This selection is named "anti-electron" and produces a multi-jet enriched sample which is, however, statistically limited to a few thousands of events. Furthermore, we cannot rely on the modeling of the variables directly correlated to the reversed electron cuts.
The variable-sorting algorithm produced an optimal SVM using 6 variables as input features:
• W related variables: Lepton P T , E t , ∆φ(e, E t raw );
• Jet related variables:
and E corr T of second most energetic jet;
• Global variables: E t significance (a variable that relates E t with jet corrections).
The best SVM configuration reduce the fraction of background in data to f Data bkg < 10%, and it has an efficiency on signal events of M C sgn ≈ 95% (from MC).
II. BACKGROUNDS
Since our final state has the signature of a charged lepton, E t and two jets (a W boson and jets signature), the following background sources are considered:
Non-W/Multi-jet : a W-boson-like signature is generated when one jet fakes a high P T lepton and E t is generated through jet energy mis-measurement (mode details can be found in Section I A). W + Mistags: this background occurs when one or more light flavor jets produced in association with a W boson are mistakenly identified as a heavy flavor jet by the b-tagging algorithm. Mistags are generated because of the finite resolution of the tracking detectors, material interactions, or from long-lived light flavor hadrons (Λ and K s ) which produce real displaced vertices. W+ Heavy Flavor: these processes (W + bb, W + cc and W + c) involve the production of heavy flavor quarks in association with a W boson.
Other Electroweak Backgrounds: additional small but non-negligible background contributions come from single top quark and top quark pair production, Z boson + jets production.
We determine the amount of selected W+jets events for each lepton category by fitting the E t distribution of the pretag data control sample: for Top and Electroweak components the MC templates are normalized to the theoretical expectation while for W+jets and Non-W the normalization is free to float in the likelihood fit used. The following samples are used to produce the non-W templates:
• modified anti-electrons for central electron fakes ;
• non-isolated (iso > 0.2) tight muons for the central tight muons fakes;
• non-isolated (iso > 0.2) loose muons to mimic the EMC categories.
As expected after the efficient multivariate multi-jet rejection cut, the fits return a very small multi-jet contamination (ranging from 2.2% to 7.5% depending on the lepton category), .
The b−tagged W +Heavy Flavor (HF ) component is extracted from the total W +jets pretag sample: the total W +jets is composed by a large set of Alpgen+Pythia [7] Monte Carlo weighted by their LO production cross section, the HF fractions are then extracted and scaled for the NLO contribution and b−tagging algorithm efficiency.
We estimate the normalization of W + Mistags background by applying the mistag matrix to the pretag data after subtracting the non-W, top, diboson, Z+jets and W+HF contributions. We model the W + Mistag kinematics and shapes using W + Light Flavor Monte Carlo events weighting each event for the mistag probability.
The top quark and other electroweak backgrounds are normalized directly to their theoretical cross sections, calculated at next-to-leading order.
Finally the residual tagged Non-W component is fitted to the data together with a template of all the other backgrounds: the two normalizations are free to float and the multi-jet one is extracted.
More details on the background estimate can be found in Ref [6] . Tables I, II and III summarize the number of observed and expected events in the W+2 jets sample, for all lepton categories, before requiring a b-tag, with one b-tag and with two b-tags, respectively.
III. Minv(jet1jet2) DISTRIBUTION
The signal discrimination is based on the invariant mass of the two jets (M inv (jet1jet2)) in the event.
Candidates are separated into four statistically independent channels: tight leptons (CEM+CMUP+CMX) with 1 SecVtx tag, EMC lepton candidates with 1 SecVtx tag, tight leptons with 2 SecVtx tags and EMC with 2 SecVtx tags. The M inv (jet1jet2) distributions for single tagged events for tight leptons and EMC leptons are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. The corresponding distributions for events with two tags are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . These four distributions are used for the final signal to background discrimination. The M inv (jet1jet2) plots shown here are the ones returned by the final fit, with a full treatment of the correlated systematic effects (see next paragraph for a complete description).
IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Since the process W Z/W W → ν + Heavy Flavors was never observed before, we start evaluating 95% C.L. limits on a potential signal. The following systematic uncertainties (for background and signal) are taken into account as normalization nuisance parameters: JES, Alpgen Q 2 , b-tag scale factor, lepton identification and trigger efficiencies, multi-jet background normalization, NLO scaling of W+heavy flavor production, ISR/FSR (for signal only) and mistag uncertainty. In addition, JES and Q 2 are taken as shape systematics as well, where the interpolated shape variation is used as nuissance parameter. All the nuissance parameters are fitted to improve the sensitivity.
Expected 95% C.L. limits, assuming no SM W W/W Z production, are determined using Monte Carlo pseudo experiments based on expected yields varied within the assigned systematics. The normalization and shape uncertainties are integrated into the limit calculations. Table IV summarizes the median expected (and observed) 95% production limits (in units of SM W W + W Z cross section multiplied by branching fraction into heavy flavors).
Combining single-tagged and double-tagged results for all lepton categories, we find an expected limit of: 0.575
−0.31 times the SM prediction. The observed limit, combining single-tagged and double-tagged results for all lepton categories, is 1.46 times the SM prediction. 
A. Sensitivity
To compute the significance of a potentially observed signal, we perform a hypothesis test, comparing the data to two hypotheses. The null hypothesis, H 0 , assumes Standard Model processes except W W + W Z production. The second hypothesis, H 1 , assumes that the W W + W Z production cross section and the branching ratio into heavy flavors are the ones predicted by the Standard Model. The likelihood ratio is defined as: The p−value is the probability that −2lnQ < −2lnQ 0 , assuming the null hypothesis H 0 . The p−value was found to be 0.00120, corresponding to a 3.03σ excess.
The sensitivity of the analysis is computed as the median expected p−value assuming a signal is truly present. The median −2lnQ is extracted from the H 1 distribution, and the integral of the H 0 distribution of −2lnQ to the left of this median value is the median expected p-value. The value obtained is 0.00126, corresponding to 3.02σ. In order to measure the W W + W Z production cross section, a Bayesian marginalization technique is applied to the M inv (jet1, jet2) distribution in both 1 tag and 2 tags samples. The nuisance parameters are integrated out as described in [8] . The distribution of the posterior is shown in Fig. 6 . The maximum of the posterior is taken to be the best fit value for the cross section measurement, and the 1-σ confidence interval is taken to be the shortest interval containing 68% of the integral of the posterior distribution. The resulting cross section measurement, in units of expected SM signal, is: 1.085 +0.26 −0.40 .
V. CONCLUSION
We analyzed 7.5 fb −1 of data looking for the W W/W Z → ν + HF signal in the W + 2 jets exclusive sample. We found an excess over background in the M inv (jet1, jet2) distribution looking at the Double tagged + Single tagged samples. Using a background only-hypothesis we found our result inconsistent with data: the significance of the observed signal corresponds to 3.03σ. We performed a measurement of the cross section for this process, that we found to be 1.085
+0.26
−0.40 times the expected Standard Model prediction. 
